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Multipole-like Term Estimation from the Standard ECG Records
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Abstract: A generalized method to obtain a matrix for
bioelectric source estimation is described. An ECG lead
matrix is developed as an example for this method. The
obtained matrix inverse-transforms the standard ECG
records to coellicients of multipole-like terms whose
source-sinks are fixed in a modeled volume conductor.
INTRODUCTION
Electrocardiogr

aph

(ECC}) convefis electric

potentials at the electrodes to the lead voltages ll]. This
conversion is done bt,ECG lead. rvhich is expressed as a lead
matrix. This paper describes a lead matrix optrmization for
estimating tbrnalized electrocardiac sources. Point sollrcesinks separated bv tinite distances are considered in out
tbnnalization that rvc call ntultipole-like tenn. As an example

method- a pclstpt'ocessing lead was
developed. rvhich inverse-transfbtns otttputs of the standard
l2-lead ECCi [2] to coefficients of multipole-like tetns

I*

is the diagonal matrix. r,vhich is

r'=diag(o-l ,...,o-1,0,...,0;e Ril'M

, K<min(M,N) ,

(6)

rvlrere oy> o1>.:, ..., r a">0 are the square roots of the eigen
values of (F.n or, equivalently. (Fn K is the ranli of
matrix F P and Q have the eigen vectors of (F'F) and (Ffl,
respectively, in their columns matched to the eigen values.
Supposing A,I<N, if l,I:K, then F*:(Fn'tF, rvhile if
then F:F'. Thus. if K is equal to Å,[, rvhich is the
^/r:r\.1:K,
nunrber of the energizing coefficients in vector u, F or F' is
the optimum lead matrix å so that
A

u=H Fu=H Q

(7)

of this optimization

l'he rnodel of the body emplovs a homogeneous.
isotropic and inlinite volutne conductor model [ ].
COMPUTATION MODEL

MULTIPOLE-LIKE SOURCE ESTIMATION FROM THE
STANDARD ECG

A lead matlix fbr estirnation of the coeftlcients of
dipole-like and quadrupole-like terms lbr the standard ECG
was designed.

Vector leRJ'r cclnsists of the mapnitudes of electric
source-sinks fixed in a volume conductor. Coefficient vector
a elRr/'r "generates" ,I such that

(1)

I.Au
r
Eleruents in @eRx are the scalar potentials at
electr odes by the point souce-sinlis as

N

ib . CI - CAtt ,

(2)

rvhere element 4, in CeRN r is the coellicient of
propagation fiom the Jth source-sink to the potential at the

the
,th

electrode.

Transtbrmation matrix F is defined so that. srnce (2).

(3)

6 . CAu . Fu
Vas

Lead matri\

Il

converts O to lead voltages in

vector

V Hib HFu

(4)

Conductor and Source A,lodel
The body is modeled as a spherical volume that is
assumed to be the homogeneous, isotlopic and infinite
conductor. Considering the heafi as a volume source in the
volume conductor, the model assumes a spherical region in
which all the electrocardiac activities occur'. The radii of the

,1.

volume conductor and the source region employed are 0.135
m and 0.056 m rcspectively [1] (Fig. l). The center of the
volume source rregion is 0.07 m anterior i-om the center ofthe
conductor' [1], and shits according to that twothirds of its
bulk is in the left-side from the midline ofthe thorax [5].
Since combinations of point source-sinks descritre
multipole teims [4] (Fig. 2), souce-sink points are located on
the surface of the volume sorrlce re€lron (Fig. 1) to organize
eight multipole terms (,4,1=8) fot' di- and quadrupoles.
However', these source-sinks do not constitute lnre multipoles
because they have frnite distances betr,veen each other.
Therefore, let us call these telms rrul.rrpole-like tems for ow

lblmalization.
The assumotion about the volume conductor lets the
elements in matrix C in (2) be [ ]

LEAD MATRIX FOR INVERSE TRANSFORMATION
As Ftranstbrms z to @. the optimum lead matrix

å

ltrr the source estimation should be the inverse transfbrmation
of F. The pseudo-inverse [3] of ^F is given bv

F ',=PL'Q

t

(s)

c,u = hno,
\'
nJl
\

(8)

rvhere r;u is the distance betr,veen the nth electrode and theTth
point source-sink, and conductivitv a is constant.
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B. Locations of the Standard Elecn'odes
Locations of the standard ECG electrodes on the
splrerical model are shown in Fig. 1. V2 is on the normal line
to the fi-ontal plane at the center of the heaft supposed as a
sphere rvhose diameter is 0.45 times the transverse diameter
of the bodv [6], and trvo-thirds of bulk is in the left-side body.
V4 is 112 the radius of the conductor left fi'om the conductor's

standard ECGs. rvhich are routinelv recorded. Thus. such

a

matrix is expected to tre useful fbr the rvidespread ECG
resources. e.g., databases, instruments, etc.
Frontal Plane

Left-side

Right-side

Antteiror

Posterior

center and 1/16 the radius lower than V2's level. The limb

electrodes,

R, L, and F, are located to divide the

circumference of the conductor equally.
C. Lead matrix derir.'ation

The present study's interest is the source estimation

flom lead voltages of the standard ECG leads. Thus. lead
matrix I1') for the unipolal precordial leads (fi'om Vl to V6)
and the bipolar limb leads (I, II, III) was included in the

Afitteiror

"
'

transformation matrix- namelv

p @-g

{,'tp

(9)

G\Fu _ g b)p

G)u

lead matli*

å*l

rvas the pseudo-in\/erse of

fi

b',

=h u,]

F')

such as

.

Inner ciecle:
Volume source

(10)

The rank of F') u'as 8. cqual to,1/. Theretble. the optimum
(1

Electrode

Outer circle:
Volume conductor
(body)

Source estimation lead matrix I1o) that converts the
lead voltages of the standard leads as follolvs was optimized.
V=H@ =H @\H

Source-sink

Fig.

1

Positionirg and dimension of the spherical model lbr

ECG.

l)
?'ro

?r

b,','

Upper

and the optimum ECG lead matrix for the source estimation
with the standard ECG electrodes was obtained by
@)s
(G2)

rt=rt

G\

;:::>läT''
azo

?zt

+ "f =F

9D@

>K gK

RESIJLT AND CONCLUSIONS

tenls in the model described here
were solved unequivocallv since K, the ranli of the
transfbnnation matrix. \,vas equal to luI, the nurnber of the

ö

The multipole-like

Fl''

Frg.2 Source-sintris of dipole and quadrupolc tcrns l4l.

terms.
The lead design rnethod mentioned is independent on

a selection of the models. The rank of the

transformation

matrix r,vas clarified fbr the necessarry condition to obtain the
inverse transfbrmation matrix. Thus, as the sollrce and the
conductor are modeled, the existence of the inverse can be

immediatelv
uncertainties

examined. Horvever', approximations and
in the model affect the certaintv in inverse
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